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* Advanced scanning technology makes searching
documents as easy as using most search tools. * User-

friendly and easy-to-use interface. * In place
scanning & text searching. * Highlight matching text
& show results in taskbar. * High-level interface. *

Ability to search files in subdirectories. * Performant
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- from fast to lightning-fast. * No unnecessary and
slow options. * Do not need to install any 3rd party

software. * Perfect for searching huge folders
containing a lot of files. Multiformat File Searcher

Torrent Download Key Features: * Import and
Export options. * "Plain text search" mode. *
Performant. * Fast scanning and searching. *

Advanced filters. * No external software is required
to install and use. * Use its special Windows shell

integration to open files with special shortcuts. * On-
line help included. * Free. Video Tutorials for

Multiformat File Searcher * How to Use
Multiformat File Searcher: * How to Search Files in
Subdirectories: * Multiformat File Searcher Video

Tutorials Multiformat File Searcher Price:
Multiformat File Searcher price: $69.95 Multiformat

File Search Premium 14-bit license: $79.95
Multiformat File Search Professional 14-bit license:

$149.95 Multiformat File Searcher Screenshots
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* Support all types of files and folders * Support all
popular character encodings * Supports line numbers

in selected file for quick access * Fast search
algorithm * Quick adjustment of searching limit for

different files * Support bookmarks. Support
bookmark to find text in files you often edit *

Supports to find text in tab delimited files * Supports
to find text in comma delimited files * Supports to

find text in fixed width delimited files * Supports to
find text in masked text files * Supports to find text
in masked text files in unicode mode * Supports to

find text in masked text files in unicode mode and to
search by specific text mask * Supports to find text
in masked text files in unicode mode and to search

for specific text mask * Supports to find text in
masked text files in unicode mode and to search by

specific text mask in ASCII mode * Supports to find
text in masked text files in unicode mode and to
search for specific text mask in ASCII mode *
Supports to search text in rtf files * Supports to

search text in rtf files in unicode mode * Supports to
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search text in rtf files in unicode mode and to search
by specific text mask * Supports to search text in rtf
files in unicode mode and to search for specific text
mask * Supports to find text in rtf files in unicode
mode and to search by specific text mask in ASCII
mode * Supports to find text in rtf files in unicode
mode and to search for specific text mask in ASCII
mode * Supports to find text in rtf files in unicode
mode and to search by specific text mask in ASCII
mode in unicode mode * Supports to find text in

binary files * Supports to find text in binary files in
unicode mode * Supports to find text in binary files
in unicode mode and to search by specific text mask

* Supports to find text in binary files in unicode
mode and to search for specific text mask * Supports

to find text in binary files in unicode mode and to
search for specific text mask in ASCII mode *

Supports to find text in binary files in unicode mode
and to search for specific text mask in ASCII mode *
Supports to find text in binary files in unicode mode
and to search by specific text mask in ASCII mode in
unicode mode * Supports to find text in binary files
in unicode mode and to search by specific text mask
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Find a text fast in any document on your computer.
Find, highlight or copy text from any type of
document. Find text in any file. Search for a specific
phrase, email address, company name or any other
string. Search for all words in the text. Search for a
word in the whole document or only in the first, last
or current pages of document. Find text from any file
type. Search for a phrase, text string or email in
Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Visio, MSG,
EML, RTF, HTML, ODT and more! With the help
of advanced algorithm, Multiformat File Searcher
searches quickly through hundreds of documents that
can be searched at the same time. The search results
are displayed in a visually pleasant interface.
Features: Advanced text search algorithm: Find
specific words. Find a word in the first, last or
current pages of document. Find a word in the whole
document. Find text from any file type. Search for a
phrase, email address or a text string. Find a word in
any of specified types of documents (MS Word,
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Excel, PowerPoint, Visio, RTF, HTML, ODT, MSG
and more). Find a text string in any of the specified
types of documents (MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
Visio, RTF, HTML, ODT, MSG and more). Search
for words in any of specified types of documents
(MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Visio, RTF, HTML,
ODT, MSG and more). Visualize search results.
Search for a word in all of the specified types of
documents (MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Visio,
RTF, HTML, ODT, MSG and more). Search for a
word in any of the specified types of documents.
Search for a phrase in any of the specified types of
documents (MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Visio,
RTF, HTML, ODT, MSG and more). Search for a
phrase or a text string in any of the specified types of
documents (MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Visio,
RTF, HTML, ODT, MSG and more). Search for
words or phrases in any of the specified types of
documents (MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Visio,
RTF, HTML, ODT, MSG and more). Copy selected
text. Finds text in documents. Display the location

What's New in the?
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Multiformat File Searcher is an easy-to-use
application that can help you find text quickly in any
document on your computer. Multiformat File
Searcher is extremely fast due to using of newest
parsing and text search algorithms. It has trully user-
friendly interface and is the easiest tool to use.
Multiformat File Searcher Key Features:
MultiFileSeeker -The easiest and fastest way to find
text or documents on your computer. -The easiest
and fastest way to find text or documents on your
computer. MultiFileSeeker -Search of all files with
only 1 click. -Search of all files with only 1 click.
MultiFileSeeker -Multi-language support. Works
with multi-language documents. -Multi-language
support. Works with multi-language documents.
MultiFileSeeker -You don't have to open any
document, just type some text, press one key and
find all the results instantly. -You don't have to open
any document, just type some text, press one key and
find all the results instantly. MultiFileSeeker -Tricky
file name can be treated as a keyword. -Tricky file
name can be treated as a keyword. MultiFileSeeker
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-You can set your favorite folder to be indexed and
searched directly. -You can set your favorite folder
to be indexed and searched directly. MultiFileSeeker
-Search files in just one click. -Search files in just
one click. MultiFileSeeker -Search documents in just
one click. -Search documents in just one click.
MultiFileSeeker -Search for any kind of file
(including documents, images, video, sound, torrent,
archive, executables, macros, etc.) -Search for any
kind of file (including documents, images, video,
sound, torrent, archive, executables, macros, etc.)
MultiFileSeeker -Search the text inside of the
document without displaying the document, you just
need to click "Yes" to display the results. -Search the
text inside of the document without displaying the
document, you just need to click "Yes" to display the
results. MultiFileSeeker -Search all kind of files at
once, just select your "Search" mode and press
"Search Now". -Search all kind of files at once, just
select your "Search" mode and press "Search Now".
MultiFileSeeker -You can combine the search and
ignore the search results without losing the search
results. -You can combine the search and ignore the
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search results without losing the search results.
MultiFileSeeker -You can search multiple fields at
once. -You can search multiple fields at once.
MultiFileSeeker -Text in any format can be treated
as a keyword, just type some text and press one key
to search for all the
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System Requirements For Multiformat File Searcher:

• PC/Mac • Windows® 7, 8, 8.1 or 10 • 3 GB RAM
• Mac/Linux • 1 GB RAM • iOS • iPhone 5, 5s, 5c,
6, 6 Plus, 6s, 6s Plus, SE, 7, 7+, 8, 8+, X • Android •
Samsung S4, Note 2, Note 3, Note 4, S5, S6, S7,
Note 5, S6 Edge, S
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